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FIRST HEALTHCARE COMPLIANCE LEADS WITH SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTISE 

Thought Leadership and Compliance Knowledge Distinctive in Market 
 
Wilmington, DE—May 3, 2017. The leadership team at First Healthcare Compliance 
(http://www.1sthcc.com) is unique in the field of healthcare compliance management. The 
team comprised of attorneys and a physician specializing in compliance management, 
assist clients throughout the United States with their expertise. Education is a core tenet of 
the company with the goal of providing healthcare professionals the timely information and 
resources they require to effectively manage a compliance program while maintaining 
patient care as the priority. 
 
Staying abreast of the myriad of compliance rules and regulations is simplified with 
excellent educational content.  As such, clients of the cloud-based subscription service 
have continuous access to a growing library of information and resources that includes 
sample policies, training modules, and a monthly e-magazine with timely reminders and 
updates. Furthering the educational commitment to clients, the company’s Senior Director 
of Education, Dr. Jill Brooks, regularly leads informative webinars, workshops and online 
CME courses covering various compliance centric topics. Sheba Vine, Senior Director of 
Regulatory Compliance, contributes professional knowledge of employment law to the 
team. Her articles are frequently sought after by national healthcare compliance 
publications.  Most recently, her articles addressing marijuana laws were published in 
Compliance Today, Provider Magazine and The PAHCOM Journal. 
 
“We’re extremely proud to have the compliance subject expertise of Dr. Jill Brooks and 
Sheba Vine on our team.  Access to the thought leadership, content knowledge and 
education they provide is consistently cited by our clients as providing tremendous value” 
commented Julie Sheppard, the founder and president of the company. “The healthcare 
compliance sector continues to grow with companies constantly entering the market. We 
are fortunate to have recognized the void in this market early on, and developed a unique 
solution that places education at the forefront of the offering.”  Sheppard continues, “the 
decision to differentiate our business through thought leadership and education has been 
validated by our extraordinary growth and excellent client loyalty.”  
 
Matt Georgov, Vice President of Choice MedWaste represents one of their many partners 
attesting to the value derived from the team’s expert knowledge. He shares, “the value that 
First Healthcare Compliance adds to our medical waste services is unmatched. With 
lawyers and a physician on staff, they are always up to date with new regulations and 
appropriate training videos. We would recommend them to anyone looking for a healthcare 
focused training solution." 
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About First Healthcare Compliance 
Founded in 2012 in Wilmington, DE by Julie Sheppard, the cloud-based First Healthcare 
Compliance software is the most comprehensive solution available to address the 
compliance program management needs of private practices, hospital 
networks, healthcare billing companies, and long-term care facilities. 
 
Phone: 888.54.FIRST      
Email: info@1sthcc.com 
http://1sthcc.com/ 
https://twitter.com/1sthcc 
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